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CHAPTER 5:
The Major Scale

Half Steps

    A half step, also called a semitone, is the smallest unit of pitch variance used in 
common practice in western music composition.  It is the distance between a note 
and its closest neighbor, either above or below.  All of the marks (      ) on the image
below represent half steps on the keyboard.

Answer the following questions with the help of the keyboard above:
    What is the half step down from C?            
    What is the half step down from F?            
    Locate, on the keyboard above, the half step up from C.  Remember to use 
        black notes also.
    Locate the half step up from G. 

C Major Scale:

             he tonality estern music (music of Europe and the Americas) is based upon 
the Major scale.  The Major scale is a sequence of seven notes that span the octave 
between two notes of the same pitch class.  Scales are structured by a specific 
sequence of half steps and whole steps.

    

Whole Steps

A whole step is an interval of two half steps.  It is the distance between two musical
tones with exactly one tone between them.  The whole steps in the major scale are
represented with a bracket (        ) on the the staff and on the keyboard image on the
following page. 
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Whole steps:

Notice the placement of the whole steps within the C Major scale.

Sharps and Flats

               hen a "natural" note is raised, we call it a "sharp."  Although sharped notes are 
individually defined pitches in their own right, for music theory purposes the note names, 
ABCDEFG, have been assigned to the "natural" notes and are represented by the white 
keys on the piano.  When the pitch is raised a half step from a "natural" note, the resulting 
pitch is called a sharp.  So the note a half step above C is C-sharp (C  ), a half step above 
F is F  , etc.  

    Likewise, when a pitch is lowered a half step from a "natural" note, a flat results.  A 
pitch a half step below B is a B-flat (B ).  

    On keyboards, such as is represented above and below, sharps and flats sound exactly 
the same.  For example, there is no differentiation between G   and A  .  This does not 
necessarily hold true for string and wind instruments, as the pitch can be slightly altered 
for sharped and flatted notes, especially for accidentals, notes that are not a part of the 
Major scale of the given key.  Due to the nature of their instruments, string and wind 
players as well as vocalists are able to "tweak" the pitch a bit higher or lower, depending 
upon the function of the altered note.  Pianists and organists do not have this option.

IDENTIFY each of the "black notes" on the keyboard below:
1. As a sharp
2. As a flat

#
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    Decide whether the pairs of notes in each of the examples below represent Whole steps 
or Half steps or Neither.  The first two have been answered for you.  Record your answer
on paper:

 1.

 2.

 3.

 4.

 5.

 6.

 7.

 8.

A.              B.            C.              D.            E.              F.              G.              H.            

W      H

Double sharps/flats:

A double sharp (   ) raises a tone two half steps (or one whole step)
higher than the natural pitch.

A double flat (    ) lowers a tone two half steps (or one whole step)
lower than the natural pitch.

    Notes may be raised or lowered two times or more.  When a note is raised twice, it is 
called a double sharp.  When it is lowered twice, it is called a double flat.  Note the 
symbols for the double sharp and double flat, below.

                                      YOUR BRAIN:
Identify the intervals, below, as whole steps, half steps, or neither.

  9.

10.
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              he Major scale has been the foundation of western music composition for
at least the past four centuries.  However, its development can be traced back to the
tuning of the lyre in ancient Greece.  The lowest and highest strings of the lyre were 
tuned at the ratio of 4:3, the interval of a perfect fourth.  The two remaining strings
(in the center) were tuned in various manners within that perfect fourth.  This pro-
duced a series of four notes that was called a tetrachord.  The octave was defined
as 2 tetrachords with a whole step in between.  In modern terms, the C major scale
would be constructed from the combination of the two tetrachords a whole step 
apart as delineated below:

    The Major scale is constructed on two identical tetrachords (in terms of the 
placement of half steps and whole steps.  Both tetrachords follow this pattern...

Half step up
Whole step up

Whole step up
Tonic (the foundation note)

...with a whole step in between.  The full formula for building a major scale, then, 
is this:

Half step up
Whole step up

Whole step up
Whole step up 

Half step up
            Whole step up
    Whole step up
Tonic     

A

 B

A.  Lower tetrachord
B.  Upper tetrachord
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In summary, the "formula" for building a Major scale is this:

Half step
Whole step

Whole step
Whole step

            Half step
        Whole step
    Whole step
Tonic

Or, in a nutshell:  TWWHWWWH (2 whole steps, 1 half step, 3 whole steps, 1 half step)
    T=Tonic, W=Whole step, H=Half step

KEYBOARD
SKILLS

1. Play the C, F, and G Major scales on a piano or keyboard.
2. Use the "formula" to build the other nine Major scales.
3. Write out all 12 Major scales (on each note, black and white) on staff paper after

using the "formula" to build them on the keyboard.

Degrees of the Scale

1    TONIC

7    LEADING TONE

6    SUBMEDIANT

5    DOMINANT

4    SUBDOMINANT

3    MEDIANT

        2    SUPERTONIC

1    TONIC

    Half step------------------

Whole step---------------

Whole step---------------

Whole step---------------

Half step------------------

                Whole step---------------

        Whole step---------------

              ach of the notes, or degrees, of the Major scale has its own name.  The tonic has
already been discussed.  Below is a list of the other degrees of the scale.

                                                >

                                        >            

                                >

                        >
                    
                >

        >

>
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Pencil Time--Theory I:
Activity Sheet 31:  Whole Steps and Half Steps
Activity Sheet 32:  Build a Major Scale
Activity Sheet 33:  Degrees of the Scale
Activity Sheet 34:  Vocabulary Crossword

             TUDY QUESTIONS:
1. Define half steps and whole steps and the differences between the two.
2. Describe how to build a Major scale.
3. What is a tetrachord?  Using the internet, research the development and use of

tetrachords.
4. List the degrees of the scale in ascending order.  Discuss their individual functions.

1. Accidental--An altered note; a note that is not a part of the scale of the key signature
2. Dominant--The 5th degree of the Major scale; 2nd most important note in the scale/key
3. Double flat--An altered note that is lowered two half steps (   )
4. Double sharp--An altered note that is raised two half steps (   )
5. Flat--A note a half step lower than its "natural" (   )
6. Half step--The interval between a note and its closest neighbor note
7. Interval--The distance between musical pitches
8. Leading tone--The 7th degree of the Major scale.  It is called a "leading tone" because it

    tends to "lead," to resolve up by half step, to the tonic.
9. Major scale--A series of 8 notes covering the octave beteen 2 like pitch classes.  A
    Major scale is built by moving up (from a tonic note) 2 whole steps, 1 half step, 3 whole     
    steps, and 1 half step.
10. Mediant--The 3rd degree of the Major scale
11. Perfect fourth--The interval between the tonic and the fourth note of the Major scale;
    2 whole steps and 1 half step, or 5 half steps.
12. Semitone--Another name for a half step
13. Sharp--A note a half step higher than its "natural" (   )
14. Subdominant--The 4th degree of the Major scale
15. Submediant--The 6th degree of the Major scale.  Relative minor keys are based upon
    the submediant.
16. Supertonic--The 2nd degree of the Major scale
17. Tetrachord--Literally, "four notes."  A series of four notes spanning the interval of a
    perfect fourth to which lyres were tuned in ancient Greece
18. Tonic--The fundamental note of a scale or key
19. Whole step--The distance of two half steps in the same direction (up or down)

OCABULARY:

b

#




